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Oak   Tree   Times  
All   the   news   that’s   �t   for   camp…. 

 

Karate 
On   Wednesday,   we   went   to   Karate   class   and   we   saw… 

kids   learning   how   to   do   karate!   They   were   practicing   to   kick   higher, 
because   it   makes   them   more   scary.   If   you   hit   someone   in   the   front 
parts   of   their   body,   it   will   hurt   more.   They   were   practicing   their 
kicks   using   the   kick   bag.   CRASH!   Each   time   we   saw   them   kick   the 
kick   bag,   it   made   a   BING   and   fell   backward   a   little   bit.   They   kicked   low   and   high.  

The   �ghting   position   is   a   position   to   start   �ghting.   One   hand   is   in   the   front, 
in   a   tight   �st,   and   one   hand   is   in   the   back,   ready   to   swing   forward.   They   are   both   in 
strong   �sts.   One   foot   is   in   front,   and   the   other   foot   is   in   back,   ready   to   be   swung.  

When   you   do   karate,   you   pretend   to   �ght.   A   person   kicks   up   their   foot   and 
the   other   person   blocks   it,   then   they   bring   back   their   hand   and   punch,   and   the   other 
person   tries   to   block   it.   Then   they   strike   another   pose. 

You   can   also   block   hits   with   a   wooden   sword,   or   bow   staff.   You   never   hit 
someone’s   body   with   it   directly,   you   just   hit   their   bow   staff.   And 
keep   both   hands   on   it,   like   a   sword!  
If   you   duck   very   low   when   you   do   not   need   to,   your   face   will   really 
get   hurt.   We   also   saw   David   playing   fun   Karate   games   with   the 
kids.   He   gave   each   of   them   numbers   and   one   person   was   in   the 
middle.   When   he   called   out   a   number,   a   person   would   lunge   in   and 

do   moves,   and   the   person   in   the   middle   would   �ght   back.   Then,   they   would   trade 
positions. 

If   we   were   going   to   describe   Karate   class   in   two   words,   they   would   be: 
interesting   and   cool!   By   William   and   Patrick   Lawson 

 
Pitch   Perfect   3 

Get   out   your   warm   blankets   and   popcorn   because   on   December   22nd 

2017,   Pitch   Perfect   3   is   coming   to   theaters.   ‘Universal   Pictures’   and   ‘Gold 

Circle   Films’   decided   that   sooner   or   later,   they   should   blow   our   minds   a 

third   time   with   a   third   Pitch   Perfect!   For   everyone   who   doesn’t   know 

Pitch   Perfect,   (first   of   all,   you   must   have   been   living   under   a   rock   all   your 

life)   it’s   a   musical   comedy   about   an   all-female   acapella   group   -   also   just   as   a 

disclaimer,   Pitch   Perfect   is   not   appropriate   for   all   ages,   you   should 

probably   watch   with   your   parents   or   at   least   get   their   permission   first. 

This   Pitch   Perfect   is   about   the   acapella   group   when   they   graduate   college 

and   learn   the   world   is   a   lot   more   complicated   than   making   music   with   your 

mouth.   After   winning   the   world   championships,   getting   split   apart   was 

difficult,   especially   after   realizing   acapella   isn’t   gonna   get   you   a   job.   For   the 

last   time,   they   reunite   together   to   sing.   One   of   the   challenges   they   face   is 

competing   with   groups   that   sing   original   songs   and   play   instruments.   I   can’t 

wait   for   Pitch   Perfect   to   come   out,   I   know   for   sure   that   the   girls   will 

come   together   and   dominate   the   music   industry!   By   Alexandra   Liodakis   

Articles   ONLINE 
● Tag 

● Noontime   Show 

● Mad   Lib 

● Why   do   People   Eat   Pizza? 

● Interview   Crew 

● Video   Game   Review   Guy 

● Anonymous   Politics   Guy 

● Cherry   Lies 

● Lots   O’Pups 

● Real   Random   Column 

● The   Joker   Ride 

● Book   REview   Column 

CAAP   was   featured   in 
the   Brookline   Tab !    It 
features   interviews   with 

some   of   our   Brookline 

campers   and   sta�!! 

Please   check   it   out   here 

http://brookline.wickedloca

l.com/news/20170711/brook

line-arts-camp-teaches-stud

ents-to-explore-express 

 
NOTICE:         KAHOOT 
FESTIVAL   OFFERING 
On   the    Monday   and   Tuesday 

of   the    Fi�h   Week    of   CAAP 

during   festival   period   at   the 

OTT   room 

We   will   be   playing   some 

Kahoots   about   CAAP   made   by 

Ben   Rhyne   and   Zack   Baum.So 

study   up! 
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Industry   VS.   Climate   Change 
All   info   from:    https://www.skepticalscience.com/argument.php    and 
http://time.com/4082328/climate-change-economic-impact/  
                     In   my   last   article,   I   was   requested   to   write   about   “industry   vs. 

environment”   and   then   I   got   another   request   to   write   about   “climate 

change   vs.   economy”   and   since   they   are   pretty   similar,   I   will   just   do 

one   big   answer.   By   the   way,   I   received   a   very   nice   comment   about 

my   articles   accompanying   one   of   these   questions,   and   I   thank   you!   It 

means   a   lot   to   know   you   like   my   articles! 

                     So   here   we   go:   Crops   grow   the   best   in   a   certain   temperature,   so   if 

the   temperature   is   changing,   the   crops   will   have   trouble   successfully 

growing.  

                     Also,   imagine   this:   A   hurricane   comes   in   and   tears   apart 

warehouse   buildings.   Then,   whatever   is   in   the   warehouse,   from 

clothes   to   food,   is   destroyed/unable   to   be   sold.   So,   say   a   popular 

clothing   store   loses   all   of   its   supply,   what   happens?   Bye   bye   popular 

clothing   store…   not   so   popular   anymore.   It   may   seem   like   a   long   shot, 

or   just   a   one   in   a   hundred   chance,   but   it   isn’t.   Hurricane   Sandy   tore 

apart   a   warehouse   building,   and   then   Eileen   Fisher   (a   popular 

clothing   store)   lost   a   lot   of   merchandise.   Although   they   were   able   to 

make   a   comeback,   they   de�nitely   hit   a   rock   in   the   road.  

                        To   sum   it   all   up,   climate   change   is   totally   messing   up 

economy/industry   in   many   ways. 

                        One   last   question   I   got:   “What   are   the   biggest   arguments    against 

Global   Warming?”   No   name.   Answer:   Because   this   question   is   a   bit 

hard,   I   am   going   to   answer   in   bullet   point   form…   The   un-bolded   side   is 

the   climate   myth,   and   the   bolded   is   the   science   answer. 

➔ Climate   temperatures   have   gone   up   and   down    - 

Climate   changes   because   something   is   forcing 

it   to,   and   humans   are   doing   the   forcing 

➔ Climate   change   isn’t   hurting   us    -   There   are   way 

more   cons   than   pros 

➔ It   hasn’t   warmed   since   1998    -   Everything   has 

been   warming   steadily,   with   2015   becoming   the 

hottest   year   on   record 

➔ Antarctica   is   not   losing   ice;   it   is   gaining    - 

Antarctica   is   losing   ice   at   a   very   high   rate 

➔ It   is   not   humans   that   are   causing   global   warming 

-   The   majority   of   it   is   us       ~   Madison   M. 
 

Classroom   Spies�:Broadway   Babies 
Hello   CAAPers!   Today   we   got   two   suggestions   to 

spy   on   Broadway   Babies.   We   love   Broadway   Babies   so   we 
just   had   to   spy   on   them.   Anyway,   this   class   is   taught   by 
Jenny   and   their   wonderful   CIT,   Mary.   At   some   noontime 
show   (sorry   I   don't   know   which   yet),   and   festival   day   they 
will   be   performing   their   dance.   The   dance   is   a   lovely 
Hairspray   Medley.   I   love   the   dance   and   now   all   the   songs 
are   stuck   in   my   head!   The   campers   in   the   class   are: 
Brodie,   Charlotte   K,   Charlotte   H,   Leo,   Billy,   Lucca, 
Sophia,   Ella,   Ela,   Ella   L,   Tati,   Cameron,   Mailey,   and 
Simone.   We   are   so   excited   to   watch   them   perform!   Please 
leave   suggestions   in   our   suggestion   box   right   outside   the 
OTT   room.   Hope   this   informed   you   about   Broadway 
Babies!   Classroom   Spies   signing   off.  

HERBERT   THE   HEDGEHOG   PART   12 
“Herbert!”   his   mother   cried.   “You   made   it   back.   What 

happened?” 
“I‛ll   tell   you   later,”   Herbert   said,   “But   first   you   need   to 

tell   me   why   the   den   is   abandoned.   Where   are   our   brothers   and 
sisters?   Why   are   you   hiding   here?” 

His   mother   began   to   explain.   She   started   with   the   day 
Herbert   and   Helena   were   blown   away.   “The   day   after   that,   once 
the   storm   had   turned   calmer,   we   realized   that   you   and   Helena 
were   not   here.   The   remaining   children   wanted   to   go   out   and   look 
for   you   two,   but   I   told   them   no.   So   they   snuck   away,   all   of   them, 
in   the   middle   of   the   night,   to   look   for   you   alone.   In   the   morning   I 
tried   to   search   for   them,   but   they   had   already   gotten   too   far.   So 
I   decided   to   stay   here,   in   case   they   came   back.   In   case   you   came 
back.   And   you   did.”  

“Why   aren‛t   you   at   the   den,   though?   It   looks   like   nobody‛s 
been   there   in   days.”   Herbert   said,   confused.   He   couldn‛t   believe   his 
mother‛s   explanation.   Since   when   did   all   his   brothers   and   sisters 
care   about   him   so   much? 

“I   haven‛t   been   there   in   days.   I‛ve   been   searching   day   and 
night.   I   missed   you.   I   was   lonely.   I   feel   like   I‛ve   never   been   this 
lonely   before.”   She   nuzzled   Herbert   lovingly.   “Now   let‛s   go   back   to 
the   den.   We   should   both   get   a   rest   before   we   set   off   again   to   look 
for   them.   We   will   find   them,   Herbert!   We   can   do   this!” 

TO   BE   CONTINUED… 
 

              The   Newest   Trump   Statistics   Are   Here 

            According   to   a   survey   from   the   Washington   Post   and   ABC, 

President   Trump’s   approval   rating   has   dropped   to   an   all-time   low   of 

36%.   ABC   says   this   gives   Trump   the   lowest   approval   rating   of   any 

president,   at   the   six-month   mark,   since   Gerald   Ford   in   1974. 

            Statistics   also   show   48%   of   Americans   “disapprove   strongly”   of 

Trump’s   performance   so   far.   Hours   a�ter   this   poll   was   released,   our 

president   �red   back   on   Twitter:   “The   ABC/Washington   Post   Poll,   even 

though   almost   40%   is   not   bad   at   this   time,   was   just   about   the   most 

inaccurate   poll   around   election   time!”   said   Trump. 

               Participants   were   also   asked   whether   they   thought   Trump   Jr.’s 

meeting   with   a   Russian   lawyer   last   summer   was   appropriate   action   to 

take   for   his   father’s   campaign.   The   president’s   son   announced   last 

week   on   Twitter   that   he   was   intending   to   uncover   damaging 

information   about   Hillary   Clinton.   26%   said   Trump   Jr.’s   actions   were 

appropriate,   while   63%   said   they   were   not.   Additionally,   60%   believed 

Russia   attempted   to   tamper   with   the   2016   election,   44%   believed 

Trump   bene�ted   from   Russia’s   e�forts,   and   41%   believed   Trump’s 

administration   assisted   Russia   with   its   plans. 

               48%   of   those   surveyed   said   the   United   States’   international 

leadership   has   become   weaker   since   Trump   took   o��ce,   while   27%   say 

it   has   grown   stronger.   23%   believe   it   has   stayed   the   same.   In   addition, 

only   34%   of   respondents   said   they   trusted   Trump   to   conduct   foreign 

negotiations   on   America’s   behalf. 

               This   poll   was   conducted   in   both   English   and   Spanish   from   a 

random   sample   of   1,001   adults.   The   pollsters   believe   it   has   a   +/-   3.5% 

margin   of   error,   meaning   their   statistics   could   be   o�f   by   as   much   as 

3.5%.                              Information   from   CNN,   ABC,   Washington   Post. 

http://tinyurl.com/JulyTrumpPolls                                        By   Ben   Snyder 
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Tag 
What‛s   up   ma   dudes?   I‛m   Sahara   Curry.   I   got   tagged   by   Luca   Rudenstine.   This   is   my   4th   year   at   CAAP.   I   go   to   the 
Lincoln   School   in   Brookline.   I   do   all   art   and   sports   classes,   except   I   do   one   writing   class   2nd   period.   Over   the   year 
I   play   basketball   and   I   paint   a   lot.   I   like   to   go   to   museums   because   they   are   fun   and   have   really   good   food,   and   I'm 
normally   the   youngest   person   there.   After   CAAP   I'm   going   to   a   sports   camp   at   MIT.   Then,   I   am   going   to   Rhode 
Island   with   my   friend   and   my   family.   I   have   a   dog   named   Coco   and   I   really   like   to   hang   out   with   my   neighbors   cat, 
Max.   I   eat   kinda   boring   stuff   because   I   have   the   celiac   disease.   I   basically   eat   only   lettuce   and   meat.   I   like   to 
listen   to   a   lot   of   60‛s   and   70‛s   music   and   I   also   like   Drake.   I   don‛t   really   know   what   else   to   write   about   because 
there   isn‛t   much   going   on   in   my   life.   For   my   tag   I   tag   Jacob   DP.   Have   fun,   Jacob. 

 

 
Today’s   Noon   Time   Show   was   amazing!   Howie,   Daria   and   Becky   talked   about   the   cons   of   being   short,   and   later   got   into 
the   pros.   To   open   the   show,   Girls   Rock   sang,   “Sk8r   Boi,”   by   Avril   Lavigne.   It   was   overall   an   awesome   performance   and 
everyone   in   it   was   so   incredibly   talented!   Following   that   performance   Folk   Band   performed,   “Fixing   a   hole,”   by   the 
Beatles.   Great   job   Folk   Band!   Next,   Rock   Band   sang,   “Art   School,”   and,   “He   can   only   hold   her.”   I   was   so   impressed   by   both 
of   the   songs!   A�er   that,   Jazz   I   performed;   and   did   so   well!   Their   dance   looked   so   fun   and   put   me   in   an   even   be�er   mood 
than   before.   Next,   two   girls   from   Literary   Magazine   read   their   “Where   I’m   from”   poems   and   they   were   so   good!   I   can   tell 
that   everyone   in   that   class   is   really   talented   and   I’d   love   to   see   what   else   they’ve   done.   Following   that,   the   screen   came 
down   and   “Break   it   Make   it”   showed   us   some   of   what   they’ve   been   doing   in   their   class   through   a   short   video.   I   was   so 
impressed   by   their   arcade   games,   sculptures,   and   more   that   they   made   from   parts   of   wheelchairs,   bikes,   and   sewing 
machines.To   close   the   show,   Park’s   Head   of   School,   Cynthia   Harmon   talked   about   her   singing   background   and   sang   “Can’t 
Help   Lovin’   that   man   of   mine.”   I   was   so   blown   away.   She’s   an   incredible   singer   and   did   such   an   amazing   job   singing   that 
song!   I   hope   we   all   get   to   see   her   sing   again   someday!   Overall,   it   was   such   a   great   Noon   Time   Show   and   definitely   one   of 
my   favorites! 

 

Mad   Lib 
 

How   my   parents   got   engaged  

 

My   _____   met   on   a/an   ______   night.   My   dad   noticed   my   _______   first.   He   said,   “   Hey______   ______.  

                Noun                                                                                         Adjective                                                                                            Noun                                                                                                                                Adj              Noun  
   What   are   you   doing   _______?”   My   Mom   _______.   He   was   the   most   _________   she   had   ever   seen.  

                                                    Noun                                                                                      Verb   past   tense                                                                                    Adjective 
“Care   for   a   _______   ?”         my   dad   asked.   “Yes   you   little   _______,”   my   mom   

                                                         Noun                                                                                                                                                                            Adjective   ending   in   ie   

answered.   After   _______   minutes   of   _________   my   dad   said,   “   My   dear   _______   _________,   will   you 

                                                                               Number                                                           Verb   ending   in   ing                                                                    Adjective           Person   in   room  

   marry   me?”      And   of   course   my   mom   said   ___________.   So   that's   how   my   parents   got   engaged. 

                                                                                                                                                                                     Answer   to   Question 
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WHY   DO   PEOPLE   EAT   PIZZA? 
The   answer   is   that   pizza   is   very   delicious.   It   also 

smells   very   good   and   looks   very   appealing.   You   can   choose 
from   lots   of   flavors,   so   it   is   good   even   if   you're   a   vegetarian.   Did 
you   know   that   people   like   anchovy   pizza   approximately   as 
much   as   they   like   onion   pizza?      There   are   tons   of   pizza   places 
around   America   so   if   you   don't   like   one   pizza   place,   there   are 
more   than   60,000   other 
places   to   try   (according   to 
Google)!   There   are 
approximately   61,269   pizza 
places   in   America.   One   of 
my   favorite   pizza   places   is 
Harvard   House   of   Pizza 
because   there   pizza   is 
amazing   and   smells   great. 
Also   there   is   a   bowling   alley   that   serves   pizza   and   that   is 
amazing.   :)   A   crazy   pizza   is   a   fast   food   pizza   (see   picture).   I 
think   that   it   is   disgusting.   That   is   my   opinion   about   why   people 
love   pizza! 
-Pizza   Person   :) 

 
The   rant   column 
Today   I   am   ranting   about   slime.   Now   here   is   the   thing   if   you 
need   it   for   add   or   adhd   I   feel   that   it   is   important   for   you   to 
have   something   like   slime   to   fidget   with.   But   if   you   are   just 
using   it   to   use   it   then   get   rid   of   it   it   so   stupid.   I   mean   back   in 
school   I   saw   a   kid   playing   with   it   and   I   am   like   ok   whatever 
but   then   it   became   a   big   oh   cares   it   is   just   a   stupid   version   of 
putty.   I   think   it   is   stupid   who   cares   it   is   just   a   type   of   fidget 
because   we   need   more   of   that   why   don’t   you   just   go   out   and 
buy   a   fidget   if   you   need   one   so   bad. 

 
The   Video   Game   Review   Guy 

He’s   baaaack!   Yes,   once   again   I   return   to   review   all 
the   video   games   of   the   world. 

And   today   I   am   answering   an   interesting 
question.   It   reads   as   follows: 
“Best   western   video   game?”   Well,   if   you,   the   asker   of   the 
question,   are   looking   for   a   video   game   from   the 
geographical   west,   then   I   cannot   help   you.   But   assuming 
you   meant   the    genre    of   Western,   as   in   the   Old   West,   then   I 
have   an   answer:   Red   Dead   Redemption. 

This   game   was   released   in   2010   and   it   is   the 
western-style   equivalent   of   Grand   Theft   Auto.   it   has   won   a 
VGX   Award   for   Game   of   the   Year,   a   VGX   Award   for   Best 
Song   in   a   Game,   another   VGX   for   Best   Original   Score,   and 
�nally,   another   VGX   for   Best   Original   Game,   all   of   these 
awards   in   2010.   It   has   much   to   recommend   it.   However,   it   is 
rated   Mature   (17+)   and   player   discretion   is   advised.   That's 
all   for   now,   so   until   next   time,   gooooodbyeeeee! 

Today   the   Interview   Crew   Interviewed   Daria   “   The   DARIA” 
Q:   What   college   did   you   go   to? 

A:   UMass   Amherst. 

Q:   What   is   your   favorite   color? 

A:   My   favorite   color   is   red. 

Q:   What   classes   do   you   teach? 

A:   I   teach   Girls   Rock   Band,   Jr   Girls   Rock   Band,   Mini   Musical,   and 

POW. 

Q:   What   is   your   free   period? 

A:   My   free   period   is   6th   period. 

Q:   Do   you   have   a   sibling? 

A:   I   have   one   brother   Caleb   who   went   to   CAAP. 

Q:   How   many   years   have   you   been   at   Caap? 

A:   This   is   my   12th   year   at   Caap. 

Q:   Do   you   have   a   fun   fact   you   want   to   tell   about   CAAP? 

A:   They   used   to   do   field   trips   at   CAAP. 

Q:   How   did   you   become   friends   with   Rose? 

A:   We   met   in   Girls   rock   band. 

Q:   How   many   years   have   you   been   a   staff   at   CAAP? 

A:   This   is   my   5th   year   as   a   staff. 

Q:   How   old   are   you? 

A:   I   am   21   years   old. 

Q:    WHY? 

A:   Cause.                                                                                                                                - THE   INTERVIEW   CREW 

 

THE   ANONYMOUS   POLITICS   GUY 
Greetings,   CAAP!   Today   I   will   be   writing   about   a   pretty 

substantial   event   in   politics   that   has   become   a   big   headache   for 

the   Trump   administration.  

According   to   documents   released   by   Donald   Trump   Jr,   he   had 

contact   with   a   Russian   government   attorney   who   had   “serious 

negative   evidence”   against   Hillary   Clinton,   according   to   CNN. 

this   is   obviously   a   HUGE   problem   for   the   Trump 

administration,   as   it   proves   that   Trump’s   campaign   team   had 

contact   with   the   Russian   government,   and   that   the   Russians   did 

at   least   try   to   provide   them   with   negative   info   about   the 

Democratic   candidate.   This   makes   the   excuse   of   those   who 

would   defend   Trump;   that   the   Russian   hacking   scandal   is 

‘smoke   and   mirrors’,   not   work   anymore   because   there   is 

conclusive   evidence   that   this   is   a   very   real   problem.  

If   you   would   like   to   learn   more   about   this   situation,   go   to 

http://www.cnn.com/2017/07/11/politics/trump-jr-russia-polit

ics/index.html    for   more. 

Thank   you   for   reading   this   article   today.   Just   so   people   know,   I 

am   exclusively   going   to   be   covering   US   politics   in   this   column. 

Thank   you   for   reading! 
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Cherry   Lies 
                         “Are   you   ok?”   A   girl   with   long   auburn   hair 

bent   over   me.   I   blinked. 

                        Usually   nobody   acknowledges   me.    Atticus 

told   me   that   it   was   a   gift   not   to   be   noticed.   I 

quickly   pushed   him   out   of   my   mind.   I   didn’t   want 

to   think   about   him.   I   sat   up.   “Yeah   I’m   ok,”   I 

replied   feeling   sick   about   how   easily   I   could 

lie.   I   was   feeling   anything   but   ok. 

“Well   if   you   need   anything   I’m   April.” 

“Thanks.”   I   forced   a   smile,   “I’m    Hayzel.”   I   settled 

back   into   the   bus   seat. 

                     “Hayzel.”   April   nudged   my   arm   after   a   minute, 

“You   are   going   to   CHW   right?   I’ve   went   to   camp 

there   for   the   past   5   years.”   I   stared   at   her 

questioningly.   “Camp   Heart   Wolf?”   She   asked.   “Oh 

yeah!   Yes   I’m   going   there.”   I   brushed   my   long 

cherry   coke   colored   hair   behind   my   ear.  

                  “Maybe   we   can   be   friends!   I   don’t   have   any 

friends   this   year   that   are   coming.”   She   stared   at 

me   pleadingly. 

                  “Sure!”   I   tried   to   sound   cheery   but   inside   I 

was   screaming,   NO!   NO!   NO!   I   didn’t   come   to   make 

friends,   I   came   to   do   my   duty   so   I   could   be   free. 

But   instead   of   saying   no   I   was   sitting   there   with 

this   random   girl,   April,   hugging   my   arm.  

                  “I   hope   I’m   in   the   same   cabin   as   you.”   April 

said,   still   hugging   my   arm.   I   was   secretly 

wishing   against   that   but   I   said   “yeah   me   too.”  

                     “We're   almost   there!”   April   cheered   after   20 

minutes   of   non   stop   talking.   God   come   and   save 

me   I   thought   as   April   started   talking   about   her 

family.   “What   is   your   family   like?”   April 

suddenly   asked.   I   sighed   trying   to   keep   the 

smile   on   my   face,   “Well   I   have   a   mother   a   father 

and   two   brothers,”   I   answered   hoping   she 

couldn’t   see   that   I   lied   again.  

                     “I   feel   bad   for   you,   I   have   one   brother   and 

that’s   to   much,   having   two,   I   would   die!”   She 

pretended   to   die   and   I   laughed.   Wait,   I   laughed? 

I   haven’t   laughed   in   years   since   my   family   died- 

I   pushed   that   thought   out   of   my   mind   willing 

myself   not   to   cry.  

                        “All   campers   that   are   going   to   CHW   please 

get   ready   to   get   off   the   bus!”  

                        The   bus   driver   said   through   the   intercom.   I 

stood   up,   making   my   way   through   the   crowd   to 

the   door.   My   cherry   hair   blocking   my   fake 

smile,   my   biggest   cherry   lie.         -Maia   Poremba 

Lots   o’   Pups  
Welcome   back,   one   and   all!!!!! 
There   is   a   very   useful   tool   in   the   bottom 
right   corner   of   google   docs.   It   is   called 
“The   Explore   Button”.   What   I   will   do   is 
look   through   my   articles   and   list   some 
words   that   The   Explore   Button   said.   I‛ll 
start   from   #1,   and   go   all   the   way   to   this   one.   Repeated   ones 
will   only   be   shown   once.   Now   let‛s   start!!! 

1. Article   1 
a. Herding 
b. Dog   breed 
c. Companion   dog 
d. Cattle   (Animal) 
e. Hope 
f. Cuba   (Country) 
g. Separation   anxiety   in   dogs 

2. Article   2 
a. Puppy   (Animal) 
b. 3rd   century   BC 
c. Nova   Scotia   Duck   Tolling   Retriever 

i. I   don‛t   mean   to   be   breedist,   but 
are   they   a   duck   and   a   dog?   A 
Duckdog? 

d. Wedding 
e. Mongrel 
f. Japan   (Country) 

3. Article   3 
a. QR   code 
b. Ex 
c. Handwriting 
d. Ohio   (US   State) 
e. Oklahoma   (US   State) 
f. Potato   (Plant) 
g. Battery 
h. Hair 

4. Article   4 
a. Albert   Einstein   (Theoretical   physicist) 
b. Portable   toilet 
c. Human   evolution   (Discipline) 
d. Sheet   metal 
e. Bathroom 
f. Big   cat   (Animal) 
g. Monkey   (Primate) 
h. Ant   (Insect) 
i. Crawling 
j. Smiley 
k. Worm   (Animal) 
l. Jumping 
m. Bear   (Animal) 
n. Pet 
o. Idea 

Continued   on   Next   Page
 

The   Riddle   Column 
Hello,The   answer   to   yesterday’s   riddle   is: An   icicle. 
Today’s   riddle   is    Q:      What   belongs   to   you   but   is   used   more 
by   others? 
Put   your   answers   in   our   folder   please. 
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                       The   real   random   column  
Hello   fellow   caapetens.   Today   i   will   write   about   Dude 

Perfect.   First,   i   would   like   to   say   that   i   do   not   now 

who   dude   perfect   is.   Dude   perfect   apparently   is   a   youtube 

channel.   Here   are   some   things   he   does. 

● Crazy   bottelflips  

● Giant   nerf   shot   tricks 

● Giant   basketball   trick   shots  

● Real   life   trick   shots 

● Tailgating   trick   shots  

● Extreme   marksman   trick   shots  

● Pool   trick   shots  

● Giant   basketball   arcade   battle  

● Fidget   spinner   trick   shots 

● Stunt   driving   battel  

● Backyard   tricks  

● Football   world   record  

● Blitzball   trick   shots  

● Ping   pong   trick   shots  

● Tennis   trick   shots 

● Shotgun   trick   shots  

● Soccer   trick   shots  

● Golf   trick   shots  

● Archery   trick   shots  

I   would   like   to   point   out   that   i   do   not   care   about   dude 

perfect.   Now   thank   you   and   see   you   tomorrow

 

The   Joker   Ride  
                                       Hi   readers,   Today   I   am   going   to   tell   you   about   a   fun   day 
at   Six   Flags   Over   Texas   .   However,   the   fun   day   soon   turned   into 
a   nightmare   when   eight   students   got   stuck   on   the   joker   ride.   It 
was   caused   by   a   storm   when   lightning   struck   the   ride. 
Christian   Chaney   (one   of   the   riders   on   that   horrible   night)   said 
that   she   didn’t   think   that   they   should   have   been   allowed   to   be 
on   the   ride   while   there   was   a   storm.   They   were   on   their   backs 
mid-turn   for   more   than   4   hours!!!!!!!!!!!   Can   you   imagine   that!   I 
would   be   screaming   and   crying   if   that   happened   to   me.   They 
all   got   rescued   at   3am,   Saturday.   Thankfully   no   one   got   hurt. 
The   joker   ride   got   a   thorough   inspection   and   is   now   open   again. 
I   think   that   the   joker   ride,   however,   is   still   a   great   ride   and   if 
you   ever   get   the   chance   to   go   on   it,   you   should   definitely   go 
(not   during   a   storm   though). 

 

Dear   readers,  
I   got   a   question   today   it   said,   “What’s   the   longest   book   ever? 
And   what’s   the   shortest   book   ever?”   Well,   the   shortest   book 
ever   is   called   “Everything   Men   Know   About   Women.”   It’s   250 
blank   pages.   The   only   text   is   on   the   front   and   back   covers.   Isn’t 
that   funny?   The   longest   book   ever   is   “ The   Unabridged   Oxford 
English   Dictionary.”Featuring   600,000   words,   3   million 
quotations,   and   over   1000   years   of    English .   The      longest   novel   is   called   “ 
Remembrance   of   Things   Past ”   which    contains   an   estimated   9,609,000   characters.   
Love,      Hannah 
 

Lots   o’   Pups   -   Continued 

5. Article   5 
a. Hedgehog   (Animal) 
b. Sled   dog 
c. Rhyme 
d. Syllable 
e. Pet   store 
f. Crying 
g. Shiloh   Shepherd   dog   (Dog   breed) 
h. Gray   wolf   (Animal) 
i. Snoring 

6. Article   6 
a. Rescue   dog 
b. Humiliation 
c. Tattoo   (Visual   art   form) 
d. Pleasure 
e. Civil   Aviation   Authority   of   the   Philippines 

(Government   agency) 
f. Artsy 
g. Over-the-top   content 
h. New   York   Post   (Newspaper) 
i. The   floor   is   lava 
j. National   Weather   Service   (Federal   agency) 
k. The   Last   Article   (Short   story   by   Harry 

Turtledove) 
l. The   Way   to   Fight   (1996   film) 
m. Donald   Trump   (45th   U.S.   President) 
n. LOL 

7. Article   7   (This   one!) 
a. E!   (Cable   channel) 
b. Mongrel 
c. American   Kennel   Club 
d. NBCUniversal   (Media   company) 
e. E!   News   (Television   show) 
f. Keeping   Up   with   the   Kardashians   (American 

television   series) 
g. Most   of   the   things   you   just   read 

That   was   strange!   I   guess   it   was   a   nice   visit,   going   back   to 
my   old   articles.  
Sadly,   I   might   not   be   here   next   year. 
If   you   want   to   be   the   next   Mr.   Owner   (Or   if   I’m   here   next 

year,   my   assistant),   please   leave   me   note   in   my   folder 

including   your   name   and   locker   number,   so   I   can   put   a 

application   in   your   locker.   I   will   probably   be   at   sleepaway 

camp. 

I   don’t   want   to   say   bye! 
Me   neither,   Laila. 
Let’s   change   the   subject. 
Now   for   my   semi-article:    DOGS   FROM   AROUND   THE 
WORLD!!!!!!    Today   will   be   the   Shih   Tzu. 
The   average   lives   10   to   16   years.   It   weighs   10   to   19   pounds. 
It   is   hypoallergenic.   They‛re   from   Tibet,   China. 

Goodbye   from   Laila   and   Mr.   Owner! ☺ 
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